
 

MZSL Fuel Oil And Conduction Oil Double Heating Bitumen
Storage Tank

MITNIK DOUBLE HEATING BITUMENT STORAGE TANK

MZSL Fuel Oil And Heat Conduction Oil Double Heating Bitumen Storage Tank is suitable for the
matrix asphalt rapid heating up, and emulsifying equipment and modified asphalt equipment
supporting the use.

MZSL fuel, heat-conducting oil-warming asphalt storage tanks product introduction:

★ Is suitable for the matrix asphalt fast elevation of temperature, with emulsified equipment and
modified asphalt equipment necessary use. ★ The Product thermal oil heaters and asphalt "one, one
can truly realize the "dual-use" to increase the temperature of asphalt then available to a high
temperature thermal oil, perfect solution emulsifying asphalt equipment to use water warming
asphalt pump group Lines Warm-up issues such as Warming. ★ The tank tank layout, how much heat,
asphalt warming rapidly and save fuel and asphalt does not repeat to heat up. ★ The built-in thermal
oil heated socket layer and thermal oil cooling disc to eliminate all heaters heat direct cause of
asphalt in the focus of aging. ★ More exhaust pipe and heat transfer fluid coils of two sets of heater,
extra large thermal area, the heating of the quick speed, hot high utilization. ★ One pump can be,
you can unload into the tank can also go out to the pump for, you can cycle through the secondary
evenly warming, HIGH, LOW, HIGH design for oil port asphalt temperature is uniform, lower port can
drain the tank ★ with clean diesel fuel and emission targets better on environmental requirements ★
Equipment imports burner offers a stable low failure rates, saving energy and reducing consumption
★ Temperature control with burners, set temperature to automatically start and stop ★ Save labor
intensity, operation is easy to learn, civilization with a high degree of production 
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Product link：https://www.mitnikmachine.com/?p=1807
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